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More accurate than the results obtained wifh quartz. an account
of which was given in commuJlication 11 1) j are tbose of the Fizeal1
effect in moving flint glass.

Six cylindric rods of a length of 20 cm. and a circular cross
section of a diametel' of 25 mm. were made for 118 by the firm
ZBI88 at Jena. Tbe kind of glass i8 the ordinal'Y silicate flint glass
of the type 0.103 of the firm ScHOTT nod GUOSSBN. The endplll.nes
are plane-parallel in close approximation. The clearll88s of the inter
ference fringes appeared to be excellent with stationary gl&88 columJI.
while, when the necessary preeautions were taker., also when the
column was in rapid motion. tbe frinf(es remained still \'ery good.
Tbe photos taken were much better than those that bad been obtained
before (11) with quartz. This is partly owing to the excellent
IDaterial l

), to the greater cross-sections of the I'ods (IIOW 25 mm.
as against 15 mm. before for quartz), and to the smaller number
of internal reflections I). It appeal'ed finally possible to observe also
the Fizeau-effect for moving flint glass directl)· in a telescope, as
clearly &8 it is possible for moving water, and we had the privilege
to demonstrate the effect before several pbysicists.

The perfect sureneS8 with which the rather complicated apparatus
worked at laHt, wu not obtained tl0til some improvements had been
made in tbe arrangement a8 it had beell used for quart.z. We will
discuss tbe principal of them.

2. Through different causes the interference fringes can take an
oblique position durillR the movement of the column of glass cylin
ders. It is, however, necessary that the fringes remain parallel to

II These Proc. Vol. XXII, NO. 6, p. 01 t.
I) Compare 11, S.
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tbe horizontal or vertical c,'oss-lines. Else no photos &1'8 obtained
on which IOe&811rements can be made.

Already in the experiments with quartz a complRlator was inaerted
in one of the interfering beams of light, eOllsisting of a plane-parallel
circular glass plate of a thickness of 3 mm. and a diameter of 25
lom., to which every desil'ed position COtl1d be gi,'en. Tbe inclina
tion of the interrel-enee frirlges can be modified by rotation round
a tlorizontal axis j a simple arrangement was, therefore, applied
through wbi('b the obser\'er, sitting at the eye-piece of the telescope,
could bring about the desired rotation. Besides 8 plane-parallel plate
was placed before the object glass of the telescope ill such a way
that an image of the interference fringes could be observed in a
small telescope placed on one side, while at the same time after
relDoval of the eye-glus a photo of tile fringes was made with the
large telescope. Thus the observer at tbe small telescope could at
once observe an error in the position of the fringes, and if neces
S&l'y, redress it during the photographing. This proved &0 be but
rarely necessary when an experiment had been properly prepared.

3. Aa was set forth before <I, 4), it was necessary to 8uperpose
20 to 30 photographs of the illterference fringes, each with an
exposure of a hundredtll second, because otherwise the photographic
image was too faint. This number could be greatly reduced by
working without filters, hence directly with the white arc-ljght.

Diminution of the number of exposures increases the sharpness
of the photos, and rer,ders it possible to take more in succession,
befol'e the disturbanees throlJgb fluctuations of the temperature in
the glass-rods, which inevitably occur in consequence of the move
ment of the apparatus, become troublesome.

For the interpretation of the photo obtained it is then necessary
to know what is tIle effective wave-length A of the white arc-light,
witb which the fringes have been photographed.

The accuracy in the determination of 1 need not be very great,
as will appear presently (see 5).

4. Determination 01 th, ellectifJ6 'D4tJe-lengtl. 01 th, ligllt 'Wed.
The effective wave-length of the operative light, had to be

measured aft8t, it had left the last mirror of the interferometer, and
of course fOl' that kind of platea that WaI used in the experiment8.

The beam fl'om tbe interferomete.· was focu8Sed with a cylinder
lens on the slit or the collimator of a HlLOKR spectroaeope with
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constant deviation, from wllieh tile prism had been removed, and
replaced by a small totally reflecting pt-ism.

By placing a grating replica before the object glus of the photo
graphic camera, a spectrum of the source of light could be
photographed.

The most active p&t't in tllis spectrum could be made directly
visible by potting a wedge of smoked glass with the side horizontal
before tile slit of tl18 collimator (KBNNBTB KEES method).

The prismatic action of the wedge was coonteracted by a second
wedge or clear glass.

The result for the effective wave-length A was 4750 1°, with an
uncertainty of ± 25 A o.

5. This accuracy is, however, 8ufticiellt. This can be veri8ed by
numerical calculation, or by tile following consideration.

We know (11, 9) that the optical effect is given by the formula:

4.l" ( tip)
A =-r;- ,,-1 - }. d1· • • • • • • (1)

. . . 1 db.
By deriVIng from thl8 the valoe of 1\ -, we can 888 how great

£.l dA
the influence is of an error in the determination of the effective
wave-length on the calculated effect.

I'lStead of A we introduce tbe fl'eq uency 1', which brings about a

sliRht simplication, and we put (P = fJ -1 + p tltJ. • Then:
d."

1 dli 1 dqJ. ", 1
A dA. = qJ • P ---.- X - 11 • • • • • • (2)

Now:

for which we may write in approximation:

dq; dll
-=2-,
d.., d",

beeaoe8 ,. depends almost linearly on 1'.

Equation (2) then becomes:

(
tip)1 dA 2., d.,

Ad1=P 9+ 1
t
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dp
l' d» : cp becomes about i for the ordinary flint glass, 80 that:

1 tl~ 1 5
Ad1=l X •

dl.>.
For 4=5000 AO, dA = 25 AObecomes - = 1/ '/.b. 4 I

6. Ribbon-shutter. Tbe sbutter which acts periodically and is
worked electromagnetically t descl-ibed in I, 4, repeatedly gave C&1188

for disappointment, because it was never certain that tile light was
transmitted at tbe very moment that the cradle passes a cbosen
point of the path.

This is perfectly certain with tbe ribbon..shutter. which is dia
gralDu)atically rept·eeeJlted in fig. 1.

FiB. I.

A band of ribbon L of lancaster linen is clasped between two
blocks B, which are firmly fastened at a chosen place of &t18 bed
of the apparatus. It is passed round the beam with the ~las8 eolumn.
The beam can execute its usual movement to and fro without being
hindered by the ribbon, for tbis can easily slide o\'er the copper
pieces K, the lengtb of the ribbon l-emaining constant. Tllere liave
been made two openings in tbe ribbon of 10 Or 15 cm., wbicb at
a certain position of l,he beam, but only then, allow the light to
pass through rircular holes in the pieces K, and during the time
that eOrrespollds wit11 th~ length of the openings in tile ribbon. By
displacing BB along the bed, the moment at whiell the light is trans
mitted, may be chosen. The edges of tbe ribbon are provided with
a hem to obtain greater flrmneu, and prevent fraying.

The copper pieces K are smoothly polished, and the fliction of
the ribbon is therefore very sliRbt. Sometimes it was still diminished
by some talc..powder.

The eleetric shutter, whicb was used in tbe experiments described
in 11, was now used after a small modification to admit tbe light
only in one of the movements to alld fro of the beam. For this
purpose the movable arm is placed before tl18 arc-lamp. The phase
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is adjusted 80 tbat the arm turns when tile beam 11&8 jU8t passed
the middle of its course.

7. Imp"ovement 01 the Velocity Mwaaur,ment. In the expe.·iments
with quartz rods the velocity was measured rlireetly accordioR to a
method which has been deseribed in lit t 11. We have made this
method simpler and mOre delicate, and also arranged it 80 that the
velocity could be immediately read in e,·ery experiment.

In main lines the arrangement is still the same &R represented
in 11 t 11. The screen with two slits 8 1 and 81 used formerly was
bowever. replaced by a screen 8 (cf. ftRure of the preceding t), the
construction of which will be fllrther explained by .·efel'ring to figure 2.

----- ------.... --~ ..
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FiS. 2.

Our earlier slit SI i8 replaced by & glass seale, slit S. bl a small
aperture.

Tbe graduated glass scale was obtained bJ' covering a gl&88 plate
witb a lOot-layer, and by drawing by the aid of a chisel of the
wid~b of exactly 1 mm., five lines ill the soot-layer at mutual
diltances of exactly 1 mm.

Thell the loot-layer waa flxed with a drop of varnish, and the
tint line was covered with lied glass, tbe otbers with blue glUal.
All this was cemented on the beam. In fig. 2 the alternate long
and ahort linea are indicated undel' S; the colours render errors of
front and back in the observation through lenses ilopossible. In the
figure the lines are partially dotled, BR they are balf covered by a
screen, which can slide to and fl'O. During the movement of the
beam in one sense the lower, during tile movement in opposito
seose tile upper half of the scale is automatically covered through
the inertia of tile screen. Tbe blocks Bl and BI define the extreme
positions of the screen.

AI we ..id, our former slit S. has been replaced by the scale
witb the eolOl1red lines; instead or the slit S. tbere are two 8ne
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apertures PI and Pion either side of a }Iorizontal line throl1gh the
middle of the scale. III the position drawn in the figure the light
can leave ttlrougb PI' becall88 the opening 0 1 in the moving screen
allow8 this, When the screen I'eats against B tt Pt is covered, and
O. comes in the position, in wllieb it is possible tllat li~bt is emitted
through /;)1'

As WaM explained in 11 +11 all ilnage of tile slit arrangement is
projected on the rotating disc R, Wllich is provided with radial slits.
With a weakly magnifying telescope the image projeeted on the
rotating disc is observed witl) intervals of 0,001 seo. In tbis time
the beam moves about 1 cm. at tbe velocity used in the neigh
bourhood of 10 M/sec' The observe.' sees the coloured scale S in the
field of vision, and then tile "star" PI' or rathet' tbe after-image of
the light elnitted by this star at a former transmission. The place
of the star on the scale eall be read accurately down to t mm.,
and the distance from PI to S beiop; about 50 mm., tile velocity
CAll be determined certainly accurately down to j'/•. All the changes
in tbe velocity of the beam are immediately visible, and tile veloeity
corresponding to every photo taken can at once be noted down.

It is necessary that the C'star" moves at the same level at which
the axis of the rotating disc has been placed, for else a small cor
rection must still be applied to the velocity.

Tllanks are due to Mr. W. M. KOK, assistant at the Physical
J.Jabol'atol'y, for his valuable help in the execution of the arrange
ment for the velocity measuloement.

8, Re""l". The extreme values of the velocity which were directly
measured in our experiments, were 91H and 994 cm/see.

There were made two series of measurements, which were dis
tinguished by the way in which the \'elocity was found. In the
first seriest .A, the method of communication 11, in the second, B,
that desel'ibed above in t 7, was followed. All tbe results (01' the
effect were redo(',ed to a velocity of 1000 ern,/see.

Ssriu .A.
W hen the measuremeJlts of the 34 separate photos obtained on

11 plates are combined, the effect is round to be 0,247 ± 0,006.
When first the observations on each plate al'e combined, and the

mean i8 taken ~f the results of 11 plates, the effect is found to be
0,247 :I: 0,009.

&nu B.
gives tor the effect d~rived from 49 observations divided over

13 plates 0,238:1: 0,006, for tl18 eft'ect derived. from the mean of
tbe resllltl of tbe 13 plates 0,240 -:I: 0,008.

91
PJoceecUnp R01al Acad. AlDlterdam. Vol. XXIII.
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Finally all the 83 observations may be cOlobined; then 0,242
:I:: 0,004 is found ..

When a result is calculated for eacb of tbe 24 plates tteparate)y,
and then the mean is taken, the effect is found to be 0,243 ± 0,006.

1'he Dumber after tbe ± sign indicates the mean error, and as
was stated before all tbe results have been reduced to the velocity
1000 cm./I8C.

T1&'O'I',tical 'lJaltu 01 tM 'fICt for flinl.gltu,.
The firm ScBOTT ond G.lN088I1M, Jena, gi"88 the following indices

of refraction for the flint-glue 0.103 used:

PA' =1.8099 A=7677 AO
pd = 1.6] &8 6868

PD' = 1.6202 5898

III=1.682' 4862
PO'= 6428 'S~l

The effect can be ealeulated according to the formula derived
before (11, 9)

~= 4- IlCl (,1. _ 1 _ AdtA)
Ac r- 41 ·

By the aid of the given data, values for fA and ~~ are derived

for the effective wave-length 4750. The final reeult is:

-'. ISO. 1000
~= .750 X 10-8 X 8.10 10 (1, 684-t + 0,084) == 0,242.

This value is almost in perfect agreement with the value
yielded by our experiments.

It ie of illterest to note that the dispersion term contributes to
the value of the effect = 0;242 by an amount of 0,028.

If the di8persion had not been takeD into account, 0,214 would
have been found for the effect. Wllich is incompatible with the
8~periment8.

APPENDIX.

1. The publication of the above communication, which was already
laid before the meeting of the Academy of April 23rd 1920, bas
been delayed throl1gh particular circumstances.

This affords me an opportunity to add a few remarks to the paper.
01Jr collaborator, Mr. W. DB GaooT, phil. docts. orally informed

me of anotber derivation of the formula fOil the optical effect (11. 9),
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and independent of this at about the same time Prof. F. Z.RNJIIC

at Gt-oningell did tlJe same in a letter dated No,rember i1ch 1919.
The sl)ort, elementary derivation. which in the two communications
is founded on the sanle idea, will follow here.

In principle the 8xperimelJt with the moving glass rod can be
classed under the followinK scheme (ftg. 3). FrolD the 80Ul'ee of

L_~======--.!1=a=E,:=:==-~==========~I~h - a
1

I
Fis- B.

light L issue two beams of light, one throngh. tbe glass ab, the otber
through tht' air. Witl. the aid of the necessary devices the phases
1 and 2 are compared in two cases, ftrst when the glass a b is at
rest. secondly wllen it moves e.g. to the left with the veJoeit)" We

According to the principle of relativity the glus may as well be at
rest, and the room with the other parts may be made to move to
the right with the velocity w. Whether 1 and 2 are reeei,'ed with
a moving or a stationary apparatus, makes no difference in the
relative phase of tile beams of light. Therefolee only L is made to
mo\'e to the right with the relati\'8 velocity t.o, and appl'oaches tile
glus rod. Tbis only gives & DoPPLIIR effect eql1al for the two beams,

in wbiell the wave-Iengtb variee fl'Om 1 to A-.l tD. When every-
o •

thing is at rest, the phase-dUrerenee between 1 and 2 is (1&-1) 1
A '

when 1 i8 tl18 leoKtb of the g1u8 rod ab.
Hence tbe ebaoK8 dl18 to the movement is:

__ (,..-1) , tU + !..dp d.l = tIIl(... _ 1 -1 tip)
11 1 lA le tlA.

To get the total effect the formula should be multiplied by , 
i.e. & faetor 2 for the movement to and fro of tbe ralYs, and a
factor 2 on account of the reversal of the direction of the move
ment - 80 that the formula given before, appears.

Also FIZKAU'S experiment with the moving water and stationary
glass el.d-pJatee may be treated by tbe method sketched above, bot
then the calculation is not 80 simple_

Mr. ZUNl.Il still points out that an actual experiment might be
taken with the two beams of light running in opposite dil-eetion8
and stationary glass rod, &8 is supposed in tbe calculation. It would

91-
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then only be required in the exp81iment described before to make
the glu8 prism slide to &lid fro, and keep the glass rod at rest.
For different optical and mecbanical reasons the execution 8eems to
me attended with greater difficulties tllaD the experiment made.

2. In a letter of October 22nd 1919 Prof. M. VON LAUK bad tbe
kindness to draw my attentiof' to a thesis for the doctorate of
P. HARHDS of 1912 I), which he sent me, and in which a subject
is treated closetJ' related to oar investigations. In HARRB8S'S expel1imellt
the light runs to the rigbt and to the left in a cycle of glass prisms,
which 1.8 a whole is in rotatory motion.

The comparison of the obser,·ed displacement of the interference
fringes and the theory elaborated by HARU88 gave a very unsati..
factory agreement. This is cbiefly owing to the theory, in which
tile absolute and the relative velocity of the light are mixed up.
VON LAUK has redressed this errOll

, whiell greatly improves the
agreement between theo.·y and observation. HARRDS'S experiment
closely resembles SAGNAO'S experiment of 1913, of which, vellY
remarkably, VON LAUII gave tbe relativistic theory already in 1911 1

).

In SAGNAC'S arid HARBI88'S experimeJlts the displacement ~ of the
interference fringes expressed &8 fraction of their distances is:

b.= 2.. ~rl,
cl

in which 1 is the length of the path passed 0\'81- in the rotating
apparattl8, ,- the distance or ttlis to the axis of rotation, CD the angolala

velocity J the sum extended to all tile different paths.
Index of refraction and dispersion do Ilot occur in this formula,

which in itself is already a diffslaenee with our experiments.
It seems unnecessary to enter into & fuller discussion of HAaBUS'S

work, as in an interesting paper by VON LAUB I) the experiments by
FIZIAU, SAGNAO, HARRRSS, and those made by U8 are discussed and
compared, and &8 with exclusion of the influence of the dispersion
the two last-mentioned experiments have also already been treated
in the fourth edition of VON LAUK's Relativititltheorie .).

3. I pointed out on an earlier occasion that it might be interesting

· "... t · b· h d" · tto examlDe IDUB anees In W le d1 18 grea •

1) Re-edited iD O. KKopr, AnD. d. Ph)'s. 81, 889, 1920.
I) MOnchener Sitl. Ber. 1911, 404.
I) V011 LAD, ADD, d. PhJa. 81, ~68, 1920.
') Cf., p. BS, Ifi, 180-189.
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In particular substances with strong absorption-bands or lines
deserve attention, such as didymium compounds, which can be
obtained as solid solutions in glass, and the vapour of sodium.

When these substances are chosen to work witl., horizontal
interference lilt88 must be thrown on the slit of the spectroscope.
Horizontal lines are observed in the telescope, which diminish in
distance from red to violet. Through the FIuAu-effeet the lines
would move np and down in case of rapid motion to and fro of
selective)y absorbing substances, and at those places in tbe 8pectruID

where tip assumes large values the amplitude of the movement might
ill

become considerable.
From pl-eJiminary experiments on the dispersion of didymium glass

at the ordillary temperature and at tbat of liquid air it appeared

that the value of tip assumes nowhere great values in the visible
d1

spectrum. Though rods of didymium glus of excellent quality are
to be had, I am yet of opinion that it would not be wortb the
trouble to make experiments with them on the FJZBAu-effect.

Nor can results on tbe FlzlAu-effect be expected with sodium

vapour. Close to the absorption D-lines tip ("AD, indeed, become very
tlA

great, but at the most interesting place near the D..lineR tbe absorption
too becomes very great. On continuation of the experiments it might
perhaps }I&ve deserved recommendation to work with a stationary
tube with sodium vapollr and moving pi-ism (see t 1 of this appendix).
It appeared however, clearly enough frolD some experiments that
the observation of the FIZBAu-e1feet with sodium vapour was out of
the question.

Though these experiments did not yield the result for which they
were undertaken, they gave occasion to the observation of an
interesting interference phenomenon in sodium vapour, about which
a separate communication will shortly follow I).

P. z.
I) This communication hu been published a1readJ. These ProceediDll Vol. U,

p. 108, 1922.


